Two-million litre PVC-lined
reservoir a ﬁrst in SA
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PVC liners ﬂexible and stronger than HDPE or LDPE
STEELFAB Water Solutions recently
demonstrated how plastics can help
combat shortages of drinking water
when the company installed a PVClined panel reservoir of 2 million litres –
the ﬁrst of its kind in Southern Africa.
Steelfab manufactures its own PVC
liners in-house which are certiﬁed and
passed to international AS/NZS 4020
Drinking Water Standards. The PVC
liners are ﬂexible and Steelfab claim
that they are 1.8 times the strength
of HDPE or LDPE commonly used in
other water storage tanks.
Mariana Strydom, business development manager at Sinvac in Pretoria
who represents Steelfab in SA, says
PVC also withstands both higher and
lower temperatures than HDPE/LDPE
and is the only material that truly welds
together.
She adds that the PVC liner eliminates a common stress factor that is
usually associated with non-ﬂexible
liner materials. The PVC liners that
were manufactured and installed for
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the panel reservoir of 2 million litres are
up to 33m in diameter, with the highest
to date being 13.48m high.
Two different materials are used for
the manufacturing of PVC liners for
water tanks. Both the materials are
exclusive to Steelfab Water Solutions:
0.55 Potable Aquatex PVC: Potable
water tank liners are manufactured
from 0.55mm thick PVC material made
especially for harsh climate conditions
and tougher than any other PVC on the
market: This material will stretch but is
not prone to shrinking. It is difﬁcult to
puncture and can be repaired under
water. The PVC weld is the strongest
part of the water tank liner, unlike woven materials and HDPE/LDPE.
0.8 Duplex UV Stable PVC: This
UV stable material is used in harsher
environments where the ultra violet exposure is high and there may be large
variations in the temperature in a single
day. It is not suitable for potable use.
As a laminated product, it is very strong
and hard wearing.
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The Aquadome water storage reservoirs are manufactured from 1.00mm BMT Bluescope Zincalume,
which makes the tank walls up to 40% thicker than
many other tanks on the market

The PVC liner eliminates
a common stress factor
that is usually associated with non-ﬂexible
liner materials. The PVC
liners that were manufactured and installed
for the panel reservoir
of 2 million litres are
up to 33m in diameter,
with the highest to date
being 13.48m high

West African Group returns to WAI
Metmar group sells polymers business back to former owners
WEST AFRICAN GROUP (WAG) has
been sold to West African International
(Pty) Ltd. The polymer, chemical and
rubber trading business had been
operating as a division of Metmar since
2008, when it was bought as a package
from West African Ventures and West
African International – so the change
effectively returns (WAG) to its former
home and the founding partners, Jack
Doherty, Brent Hean, Rob Macnab
and Willie Esterhuizen have regained
management control .
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The business will now be a division of
West African International, a privatelyowned company.
Metmar said in a statement that it had
identiﬁed certain core areas of its business
and, with the ongoing process to dispose
of non-core investments, found it to be an
opportune time to sell WAG.
WAG supplies a range of polymers
– including polyethylene, polypropylene
and polystyrene grades, synthetic and
natural rubber, chemicals and engineered
carbons – to convertors in South Africa

and neighbouring states.
Management advised that WAG had
grown substantially over the last few years
and the brand had been well supported
by its principals, service providers, staff
members and customers.
“We are very thankful for this loyal
support and hope to continue growing
the business into the future, whilst the
core focus will remain on the sales and
distribution of polymers, chemicals,
engineered carbons, synthetic and natural
rubber,” said the statement.

